Case Study:
GEORGIA CROWN DISTRIBUTING CO.
Enterprise-wide Business Intelligence
with Diver® Platform

“Diver allows us to get the information we need very quickly and
easily without much effort.”
Alan Walker, Vice President of Technology, Georgia Crown

Quick Facts:
Organization: Georgia Crown
Distributing Co.
Industry: Beverage Alcohol
Location: McDonough, GA
Customer since: 2001
Solution: Diver Platform®
Website: georgiacrown.com
Company Description:
Georgia Crown is a full
service beverage distributor
headquartered in McDonough,
Georgia. It operates warehouses
in Georgia, Alabama, and
Tennessee, as well as West
Tennessee Crown, a subsidiary
in Memphis, Tennessee. Georgia
Crown, in operation since 1938,
sells imported and domestic
spirits, wines, beers, and
specialty products.

“Diver allows us to get the information we
need very quickly and easily without much
effort,” says Alan Walker, vice president of
technology at Georgia Crown. “And that’s
Diver in a nutshell to me.”
Walker is the primary Diver Platform
(Diver) developer at Georgia Crown, a
beverage distributor based in Georgia. The
company started working with Dimensional
Insight® in 2001; since then, he has seen
the evolution of Diver as several different
departments have found indispensable uses
for it over the years.
“Information is key,” Walker says. “I have a
ton of data out there but it doesn’t mean
anything by itself. So how can I make this
data more meaningful and figure out how
to use it to help me run the business? I
don’t know of a better way than Diver.”
About 135 people at Georgia Crown use
Diver, in everything from sales to inventory
to finance to human resources. In addition,
the majority of the company’s wine and
spirits suppliers are set up for access to
Diver through supplier licenses purchased
by Georgia Crown.
Walker says the speed and ease of use of
Diver are two of its biggest benefits. He
finds when he’s helping train new staff to
use Diver they take to it quickly and become
self-sufficient. Even if they don’t always
exactly follow his instructions — taking three
steps, for example, instead of one, to get to
the same result — they’re still accomplishing
tasks far quicker than they did before. “Diver
is so efficient that you can be inefficient,
and you’re still efficient,” he says.
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USING DIVER INTERNALLY
Georgia Crown originally started to use
Diver for sales reporting. At the start of the
Diver deployment, a Dimensional Insight
consultant helped Georgia Crown set up
the format of sales reports. These pre-set
reports are still in use at the company, but
by now, almost everyone at Georgia Crown
has customized Diver so they have exactly
the information they need at their fingertips.
After using it for sales reporting, Georgia
Crown rolled out Diver for inventory and
purchasing. The company replaced previous
forecasting and planning systems by putting
the data they used into Diver for inventory
analysis. With Diver, Georgia Crown can
figure out exactly what products need
to be ordered.
Following these initial successes, Georgia
Crown saw how Diver would be useful in
other parts of the company.
Walker says most uses evolve when
someone complains it is taking too long to
complete a task, and they figure out how
Diver can help them to do it better. For
example, human resources began to use
Diver for state and federal reporting, as well
as for internal lists. In addition, the finance
department created a cash flow analysis
with Diver that the vice president of finance
currently uses every day.
“The finance department was pulling reports
and had to go through them and drop the
data into Excel. It was taking hours for them
to do something it could take minutes to
do in Diver,” says Walker. “We put the cash
flow analysis together, and now our finance
department can’t live without it.”
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USING DIVER EXTERNALLY

IN THE FUTURE

Georgia Crown uses Diver to analyze supplier Georgia Crown is anticipating upgrading
sales numbers and inventory. In addition,
to Diver’s Spectre® technology in the
about 225 of Georgia Crown’s 350 suppliers
near future due to the increased speed it
have access to Diver through licenses
will provide. In addition, Walker is always
purchased by Georgia Crown. With Diver,
thinking of ways Georgia Crown can do
the suppliers can view a variety of different
business better by using Diver.
reports and they can see inventory laid out
“I’m always able to say in the back of my
monthly, quarterly, by calendar year, fiscal
mind, this is something that fits the use here
year, or any number of other combinations.
for Diver,” says Walker. He also emphasized
“The suppliers are able to see how they are
the importance of Diver to the company.
doing in sales, as well as how many cases
“E-mail being down is the worst thing that
and bottles have been depleted that month,” can happen to our company,” he says.
says Walker. “They can access more than
“But I would put Diver second to that. People
100 different reports, which they can then
live off it — it’s crucial to the lifeblood of
slice and dice as they want. Diver is a really
our company.”
useful tool not only for us, but also for our
suppliers so they have the most current sales
information available.”
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About Dimensional Insight
Dimensional Insight® is a leading provider of analytics, data
management, and performance management solutions, offering
a complete portfolio of capabilities ranging from data integration
and modeling to sophisticated reporting, analytics, and
dashboards. Founded in 1989, Dimensional Insight has thousands
of customer organizations worldwide. Dimensional Insight
consistently ranks as a top performing analytics organization
by customers and industry analysts in its core market segments
including healthcare, manufacturing, and beverage alcohol. For
more information, please visit https://www.dimins.com/.
gs.cs.georgia.crown.distributors.05.13.21.rw
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